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EDITORIALS
Another Dig Ditc

Dee Huddles ton Deserves
Support FromJefferson County
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l By Marjor ie Simon

Freedom Is Jeopardized
When People Don't Vote

Four years ago, I was sitting in a

classroom at Catherine Spalding
College where I'd enrolled for a couple
of courses, and heard conversation like
this from my young classmates:

"My first time - my very first time
to vote and what happens? I don't like

any of the candidates who are running
for president."

"Yeah," another student agreed. "I
know what you mean. I was so excited
about voting, and now I don't know
what to do. I mean, I just don't think
any of they men are really qualified to
be president."

"Well, I know what I'm going to
do," a third girl chimed in. "I'm just
gonna stay home and forget about it.

I'm not about to help elect somebody
who I don't think will make a good
president."

All this conversation took place

before class period. Our instructor,
one of the sisters at the college, was

just putting part of our assignment on
the blackboard. I had expected her to
ignore the conversation. Or certainly,
if she did make some comment, to
voice rather parochial views.

Wise On YVorldy Issues

The sister fooled me on both
counts. She was neither silent nor
parochial. (I shudder, at times, to
think of how narrowminded I air,
tending to fit everyone and everything
into nice, compartmentalized boxes.
My stereotype nun would know all

about religion and little about
anything else.)

The sister, fortunately, set me
straight on a lot of things - and left
me with thoughts that are still with
me.

"Listen, class," she began urgently,
as she leaned over the desk, her hands
gripping its edge, "I've heard your
comments on the upcoming election.
Your thoughts and your fears are no
different than many voters around the

country.
"It sometimes happens that two

major party candidates are chosen who

are not the most popular choices.
They may not even be the best men
for the job Biif vou have an obligation
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as a citizen in a democratic nation:
you must vote."

She then went on tp say that
people who stay home on election day

are surrendering part of their freedom;
that living in a democracy demands
people participation..

"You're not going to be happy with

the choices every time," she continued.
"So you study the advantages and
disadvantages of each candidate and
weight them against the advantages
and disadvantages of his opponent.

"There are times when it's going to
be difficult to make a decision. But as

a citizen of this country, you must go
to the polls and vote."

So here we are four years later. And
many of us, once again are

disillusioned, disappointed and
dismayed with the presidential
candidates. And even more often than
four years ago, it seems, I hear, "I'm
not going to vote this year."

I think of the sister's words each
time I hear this. And I agree with her.
When we stay home from the polls, we

are surrendering something of our
freedom. So on November 7, go to the
polls and vote!

Washington Merry-

Nixon
BY JACK ANDERSON

WASHINGTON - One of President
Nixon's favorite labor leaders, who has

been inducted into the Republican

holy of holies, is under
double-barrele- d federal investigation.

Both the Justice and Labor
departments are looking into the
doings of Kenneth T. Lyons, a tough
and talkative union boss now serving
as national vice chairman of
Democrats for Nixon Justice is

deciding whether he committed per-

jury in a Mafia-relate- d case, and Labor
is investigating ci'ftrges that he mis-

used union funds.
Lyons heads not only the

100,000-stron- g National Association
of Government Employees but,
embarrassingly for him in the present
circumstances, the 30,000-mcmbc- r

International Brotherhood of Police

Officers.

Courted By Nixon

But while government gumshoes

have been checking on Lyons,

President Nixon has been courting

him. The President has appointed him

to the prestigious White House higher

education advisory council and has

invited him to at least two White

House affairs.
As an officer of Democrats for

Nixon, Lyons also attended the

The process of selecting
responsible leadership is often a

difficult one for Americans.
Frequently the candidates that
come before them have little or
no public record to speak of. Or
the paths which mark their
public careers are comprised of
confusing pit-fall- s, winding
curves and hair-pi- n turns.

As a result, voters often have
to make up their minds on
candidates by the appearance
they make and the smile they
flash. Possibly they listen to the
promises made by aspiring office
seekers, but often campaign
pledges are no more a reliable
indicator of the job the
candidate will do than the way
he combs his hair.

Clear Records

Fortunately for Kentuckians,
both our candidates for the U.S.
Senate have clear records in their
prior offices that serve as pretty
good indicators of the kind of
Senators they will be.

Also clear from an
examination of their records is

the fact that the nature and
philosophy of the candidates is

different on several significant
points.

Possibly the most evident area
of difference between Former
Governor Louie Nunn, a
Republican, and his Democratic
opponent Dee Huddleston,
Senate majority leader, is in the
area of environmental
protection.

Looked Away

As governor Nunn played
footsie with coal operators,
opposing control of strip mine
operations. The Nunn
administration callously looked
the other way as state regulations
for environmental protection
were ignored.

He vigorously opposed Wild

Rivers Legislation designed to
protect the few remaining
unspoiled Kentucky waterways.

Huddleston, on the other
hand, sponsored and passed a
Wild Rivers Bill in the 1972
session of the General Assembly
where it passed.

Tax Reform

The problem of tax reform

Go -Round

exclusive Texas barbecue which
Secretary John Connally

threw for Nixon. But Lyons' entree to
the councils of the mighty hasn't
deterred the federal sleuths.

His trouble with the Justice
Department began last June with
Senate testimony about a detergent
called Poly-Clea- The product,
according to the Senate testimony, is

linked to a Mafia family with a record
for strong-ar- business tactics.

Incriminating Vouchers
The detergent's maker, David

Weincr of Palmer. Mass., was called on
the witness stand His testimony and
vouchers he produced showed that at
Lyons' request, he made four trips to
Boston to discuss Poly-Clea- One of
their lunch and dinner companions,
the vouchers show, was Tony
Camcrota. He is a nephew of the late
Nick Camerota, who was the- - Mafia
godfather for western Massachusetts
until his recent demise.

Finally, the vouchers tell of an
agreement between Weiner and Lyons
for distributing Poly-Clea- n through a

company called "Noreast Sales
Corporation." Talks about the deal

lasted for hours, the vouchers attest.

Y
WALTER (DEE) HUDDLESTON

"Calm and reasonable approach to issues. . .'

has been a serious one for
Kentuckians who, under the
Nunn administration, were
subjected to the highest effective
sales tax in the nation. In 1970,
under Huddleston's leadership,
the General Assembly removed
the sales tax from prescription
drugs, and in 1972, from take
home groceries.

Much of the remaining tax
burden was shifted to a severance
tax on coal, angering the
Kentucky coal operators that
had remained protected and
coddled under the Nunn
administration.

Local Issue

But, for Jefferson Countians,
all other issues dim when the
record of the two candidates on
our community is compared. The
Louie Nunn administration
seemed almost to have a vendetta
against Louisville and Jefferson
County.

Regional antagonisms against
Louisville were exploited ...by
Nunn who campaigned for office
by calling Louisville "sin city."
He actively worked against local
interests to the point of vetoing
legislation designed to make the
University of Louisville a full,
properly funded partner in the
state system of higher education.

Resentment Roused

Nunn's commissioner of parks
told a local audience that
Louisville did not need a state
park and was not deserving of
state recreational funds. That
statement aroused so much local
resentment that Nunn hastily
called a few grassless, treeless
acres in Eastern Jefferson
County a state park and erected
some limited recreational

After Weiner's damning statements,

Lyons demanded to testify before the

committee. He appeared without a

lawyer to deny all the allegations. He

iwore he didn't know Camerota, had

never heard of Noreast Sales

Corporation and couldn't recall

Weiner's "ever buying me a cup of

coffee."
Lyons also testified that he had met

with Weiner twice, not four times, that
Weiner had tried to get him to push
Poly-Clea- but that he had rejected

the deal.

The Senate record was so shot with

contradictions that it was referred to

the Justice Department for possible

perjury prosecutions. Within the last

few days, the Senate has also sent

Justice an article from the Boston

Globe identifying two new prospective

witnesses in the case.

As for the probe into Lyons'

alleged misuse of union funds, the
charges were brought by union

dissidents. The Labor Department will

'confirm only that the investigation

deals with "financial affairs."
We reached Lyons in Boston for his

comments. He talked at length

without notes, repeating the same

detailed denial he had given under

oath to the senators. 'The thing is so

unreal." he said of the Poly-Clea- n case.

"It comes as a complete mystery to

me." On the alleged misuse of funds,

facilities.
Huddleston, on the other

hand, led the Ford
administration's fight to provide
Jefferson County with additional
law enforcement funds, increased
road revenues, fund sharing,
improvements in the criminal
justice system, home rule
legislation for Louisville and
Jefferson County as well as state
funding for the University of
Louisville.

Even more dismal than his
record has been Louie Nunn's
campaign. He has carefully

Letter To
To the Editor:

Regardless of the results November
7, George McGovern has won the
election. I do not refer to the office of

the Presidency - that is a matter yet
to be decided. Rather, I refer to the
fact that he has won the moral battle
to at least a significant
portion of the American public in the
possibility of once again having a
mora goyerjirnenl wjrth, .leaders who ;,

, can be trusted to act in the people's
best interest rather than professional
politicians presumed to be dishonest
exploiters of their elected (purchased)
offices.

Unlike Mr.. Nixon, Mr. McGovern

does not claim infallibility; far from it.
He claims only to be a man who in

good conscience will swear to uphold
the constitutional government,
including a true balance of power
between the executive, legislative, and
judicial branches of our great

government.
I am appalled at Mr. Nixon's

contemptuous disregard of the intent
of the Congress and Supreme Court by
the thinly-veile- d manipulation of
words. The responsibility and
authority of the President is to enforce
the word of the law, not to write or

interpret it; to conduct war, not
declare it; to exemplify morality, not
define it; to unify the people, not
divide them; to use the mandate of the

he was "confident" he would be

cleared.
Weiner, in an earlier talk with my

associate Les Whitten, said he ran a

clean company with no Mafia ties. He

also stuck to his Senate testimony.
It may take the courts to resolve

the conflicting stories.

Vietnam Showdown
Communist cadres in South

Vietnam, apparently, are all set to
shift from military to political actions.

We quoted from secret intelligence
reports several weeks ago that the
cadres had been advised of the
possibility of a cease-fir- e and had been
instructed to get ready for the political
struggle.

Their aim during the cease-fir- e will
be to gain control of the governmental
machinery from Saigon down to the
village level.

Although President Nixon wouldn't
go so far as to grant the Communists
equal authority with Saigon in ruling
South Vietnam, he agreed that the
Communists should have an equal
voice in arranging and supervising an
election. He also conceded that the
Communists should be free to run for
office.

Clearly, the Communists intend to
use their dedicated and disciplined
cadres to see that the anticipated

Labor Pal Investigated

avoided discussion of his four ,,
years as governor and has ,

preferred to tie himself to : :i

Richard Nixon's coattails. He has ' "

declined to discuss national
programs except to denounce
Democratic presidential
candidate George McGovern and .

attempt to line Huddleston with , ....

him.

Calm, Reasonable
Huddleston, who has never

been much of a McGovern fan,
has not run a particularly
scintillating or illuminating
campaign. But he has expressed
his views on the issues and has
attempted to keep the campaign
on a calm and reasonable level

He began his race with a full
statement of his personal
finances, an act of public
responsibility that was belatedly
and evasively followed by Nunn. '

In our opinion, the
candidates' records and the level

of their campaigns makes
Huddleston far and away the
most preferable choice for
Jefferson County as well as the
rest of Kentucky.

The Editor
majority for the promotion of each
and all citizens, not to misuse that .

authority to promote only the '(
interests of those who employ the
majority.

The basic premise of our system of ,' :

democracy is that all citizens will

abide by the laws of the Congress as -'.

interpreted by the Supreme Court; and
that these laws t will, - be anfofcedil J )

.without modification by th PresidbriPw'
As a citizen I am wnHtlMa'bbeynwjt
the law regardless of my opinion of its

merits; and while I vehemently, ....

disagree with many of the opinions of
Mr. McGovern, I would much rather- - :
see an idealistic President (with whom '..

I disagree) who will set an example of h
law and order, than see a President
who imposes his personal views

regardless of their conformity with the w

spirit of the greatest constitutional

statement of law and order on Earth.
I pray that each voter will take an

hour before casting his vote to

meditate upon the significance of that

vote, forgetting the personalities

andor ideologies involved, putting l(

into proper perspective the emotional
vs. important issues, and throwing that , C
ballot on the basis of what his future
might be if our collective form of "'it

government should happen to give way

to the emotional determination of t
issues by one man. ;

Stuart N. Pcarlman '

I93S Gardiner Lane : V
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JACK ANDERSON

election turns out favorably for them.

Reports Backfired
The cease-fir- e reports, meanwhile,

have backfired against the South
Vietnamese on the battlefield. The
U.S. command in Saigon has reported
to the Pentagon that many South
Vietnamese units have virtually
stopped fighting. Aware that a

cease-fir- e may be imminent, they
apparently don't want to be the last to

die in the war.

The Communists, in contrast, have
become more aggressive. They are
fighting to improve' their battlefield
position in anticipation, presumably,
of a standstill cease-fir- e.

Small Communist units are also
reported infiltrating into the Saigon
area where they appear to be preparing
for action. The estimate is

that, in case the cease-fir- e falls

through, the Communists may attempt,
a dramatic, Tet-styl- c attack upon
Saigon itself.


